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1. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

Brick : Mortar :: Body : ? 

A. Life B. Flesh 

C. Soul D. Blood 

Ans. B. 

Sol. Brick becomes mortar when it is out 

of use …similarly body becomes flesh. 

2. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

Cheer : Cheerfully :: Act : ? 

A. Action B. Active 

C. Activity D. Actively 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Since cheerfully is the adverb of 

cheer, similarly actively is the adverb of 

word act. 

3. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

Back : Forth :: ? 

A. Rise: Shine B. Forgive : Forget 

C. Rise : Fall D. Sun : Shine 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Since forth is the opposite of back, 

similarly rise is the opposite of fall. 

4. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

QPO : RST : : IHG : ? 

A. JKL B. PON 

C. HIJ D. EDC 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

Q+1 = R, P+3= S, O+5= T 

Similarly 

I+1 = K, H+3= K, G+5= L 

5. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

Veal : Allele :: Mead : ? 

A. Dairy B. Dammed 

C. Dead D. Dame 

Ans. B. 

Sol. Since Veal is four letter word so 

allele is six letter word 

Similarly Mead is four letter word then 

the next word would be of six letter. 

6. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

Cured : Redye :: Alum : ? 

A. Lumen B. Redraw 

C. Redeem D. Lump 

Ans. D. 

Sol. The second letter would be made 

from the last three letter of previous 

one. 

CuRED → REDye 

Similarly 

aLUM → LUMp 

7. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

2: 8 :: 5 : ? 

A. 12 B. 25 

C. 125 D. 40 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

Since 23 = 8 similarly 53 = 125 
8. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

999 : 1001 : : 99 : ? 

A. 110 B. 101 

C. 111 D. 1010 

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

999+2 =1001 similarly 99+2=101 

9. Select the related word/letters/ 

number from the given alternatives. 

1/3 : 3 :: 2/5 : ? 

A. 2/3 B. 5/2 

C. 3/2 D. 3/5 

Ans. B. 

Sol. 3 is inverse of 1/3.similarly 5/2 is 

inverse of 2/5. 

10. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives 

A. smile B. giggle 

C. cry D. laugh 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Apart from other option ,cry has no 

vowel. 

11. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. tossed and turned 

B. rise and fall 

C. run and jog 

D. slip and skid 

Ans. B. 

Sol. All words are similar in meaning ut 

rise and fall are opposite to each other. 

12. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. Pepper and Salt 

B. Napkin and Glass 

C. Glass and Fork 

D. Plate and knife 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Paper and salt both are edible 

things but others are not. 

13. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. MP B. BF 

C. OS D. SW 
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Ans. A. 

Sol.  

Since gap between BF,OS,SW is same. 

That is of four letters gap.but gap 

between M and P is of 3 letters. 

14. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. Career B. Medicare 

C. Scarecrow D. Caramel 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

There is a common word in each option 

i.e. CARE except option D (caramel). 

15. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. HUIN B. ASDE 

C. KOIB D. CEOP 

Ans. B. 

Sol. In HUIN, KOIB, CEOP 2nd and 3rd 

letter are vowel. but in option B 1st and 

last word are vowel. 

16. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. 135 B. 357 

C. 246 D. 579 

Ans. C. 

Sol. In option A, B and D all digits of 

word are odd, but in option C all digits of 

word are even. 

17. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. 46 B. 64 

C. 33 D. 55 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

4+6=10 

6+4=10 

5+5=10 

So option C would be different from 

others because sum of digits is 6. 

18. Select the odd word/letters/ 

number/word pair/number pair from the 

given alternatives. 

A. 11, 80 B. 13, 94 

C. 18, 131 D. 24, 173 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

80+11=91⇒9+1=10→even no. 

13+94=107⇒1+0+7=8→even no. 

18+131=149⇒1+4+9=14→even no. 

24+173=197⇒1+9+7=17→ odd no & 

prime no. both 

Hence D would be appropriate answer. 

19. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

FGRTEE, GHTJJR, SDVVTF, GAAWES, ? 

A. YYCVSD B. RFDSWW 

C. WEEDRK D. DERRTL 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

FGRTEE → 5th and 6th digits are same. 

GHTJJR → 4th and 5th digits are same. 

SDVVTF → 3rd and 4th digits are same. 

GAAWES →2nd and 3rd digits are same. 

Hence 

YYCVSD → 1st and 2nd digits are same. 

20. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

Chair, Iron, Once, Cellular, ? 

A. Collar B. Ardent 

C. Filler D. Scent 

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

If we go from left to right we see that 

the next word forms from the last the 

last two digits of prevous one. 

hence 

CellulAR → ARdent 

21. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

pig, mead, poise, snarls, ? 

A. garnets B. permuted 

C. bouffant D. heaths 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

Pig → 3 letters 

Mead → 4 letters 

Poise → 5 letters 

Snarls → 6 letters 

Hence 

Garnets → 7 letters 

22. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

F, I, L, O, ? 

A. R B. Q 

C. P D. S 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

F+2= I, I+2=L, L+2 = O 

Hence 

O+2= R 
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23. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

qlg, rmh, sni, toj, ? 

A. ukp B. kpu 

C. kup D. upk 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

 
Similarly, 

 
24. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

XXOXXX, XXXOXX, XXXXOX, XXXXXO, ? 

A. XXOXXX B. OXXXXX 

C. XXOXXX D. XXXOXX 

Ans. B. 

Sol. XXOXXX, XXXOXX, XXXXOX, 

XXXXXO, OXXXXX 

X is changing its position when we go 

from left to right. 

25. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

7, ?, 2, -8, -15 

A. 4 B. 2 

C. 3 D. 0 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

7 – 4 = 3 

3 – 5 = -2 

-2 – 6 =-8 

-8 – 7 = -15 

26. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

3/2, 2/3, ?, -1, -11/6 

A. 1/3 B. 1/6 

C. -1/3 D. -1/6 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

3/2, 2/3, ?, -1, -11/6 

We can write this series in the given 

format also 

9/6, 4/6 , ? , -6/6, -11/6 

Since denominator is same in each 

number and numerator is decreasing by 

-5, so the next number of the given 

series would be -1/6. 

27. In the given series one word/one 

term/one number is missing. Select the 

correct alternative from the given ones 

that will complete the series. 

37, 41, ?, 47, 53 

A. 40 B. 44 

C. 45 D. 43 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

41 -37 =4 similarly 47 -43 = 4 

28. If j<k, l>k, k<i, which of the 

following must be true? 

I. j<l 

II. i>j 

A. Both I and II 

B. Only II 

C. Neither I nor II 

D. Only I 

Ans. A. 

Sol. From the given data 

j<k<l so j<l 

j<k<i so j<i 

hence both 1 and 2 would be true. 

29. The weights of five boxes are 30, 40, 

50, 70 & 90 kilograms. Which of the 

following cannot be the total weight, in 

kilograms, of any combination of these 

boxes? 

A. 210 B. 220 

C. 200 D. 190 

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

210 = 90+70+50 

200 = 90+70+40 

190= 90+70+30 

Hence 220 following cannot be the total 

weight, in kilograms, of any combination 

of these boxes? 

30. If the letters H, C, R, A, I, Y & T are 

numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 

respectively. Select that combination of 

numbers so that letters arranged 

accordingly, form a meaningful word. 

A. 1524673 B. 3167245 
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C. 3526417 D. 2143576 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

CHARITY = 2143576 . 

31. If ANTIQUES is coded as 

DQWLTXHV, then how will FOX be coded 

as? 

A. IRA B. IKM 

C. KLP D. SDC 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

A+2 = D, 

N+2=Q, 

T+2 = W 

I+2 = L, 

Q+2=T, 

U+2 = X 

E+2 = H 

S+2=V 

SIMILARLY 

F+2 = I, 

O+2=R 

X+2 = A 

32. In a certain code language, 426 

means ‘board is black’, 213 means ‘chalk 

is whit’, 523 means 'black or white'. Find 

the code for 'or'. 

A. 8 B. 1 

C. 3 D. 5 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

426 = ‘board is black’, 

213 = ‘chalk is white’, 

563 = 'black or white' 

So, 

Is = 2, white = 3, black = 6, 

Therefore, or = 5. 

33. In a certain code language, '+' 

represents 'x', '' represents '+', 'x' 

represents '÷' and '÷' represents ''. 

Find out the answer to the following 

question. 

0.125 + 32  54 x 3 = ? 

A. 22 B. -14 

C. -22 D. 4 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

0.125 + 32  54 x 3 ⇒0.125 ×32 +54 ÷ 

3 = 4 +18 =22 

34. In If A % B means A is mother of B, 

A & B means A is father of B and if A $ B 

means A is daughter of B, then what 

does P% Q $ R & S mean? 

A. S is brother of P 

B. P is mother of S 

C. S is aunt of P 

D. S is mother of P 

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

P % Q = P is mother of Q, 

Q $ R = Q is daughter of R, 

R & S = R is father of S; 

Therefore, 

P% Q $ R & S = P is mother of S. 

35. If 97%61=7, 64%52 = 5 then find 

the value of 92%65 = ? 

A. 5 B. 6 

C. 9 D. 8 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

97%61 ⇒ (9+6) – (7+1) = 15-8=7 

64%52 ⇒ (6+5) – (4+2) = 11-6=5 

Similarly 

92%65 ⇒ (9+6) – (2+5) = 15-7=8 

36. Which of the following words follows 

the trend of the given list? 

Animate, Aerate, Caste, Setup, Items, ? 

A. Attack B. Batch 

C. Tough D. Cutter 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

If we check the pronunciation of each 

word we find that the pronunciation of 

first there letters is same so the 

pronunciation of the next three letters 

would be same. So in the given option, 

pronunciation of the word tough 

matches the pronunciation of previous 

two words. hence C would be 

appropriate answer. 

37. Which of the following terms follow 

the trend of the given list? 

OUO, OOUOO, OOOUOOO, ? 

A. OOOOUOOO 

B. OOOOUOOOO 

C. OOOUOOOO 

D. OOOUUOOO 

Ans. B. 

Sol. if we move from left to right one O 

is being added in first and last position 

respectively. 

OUO ⇒ OOUOO 

OOUOO⇒ OOOUOOO 

Hence 

OOOUOOO ⇒ OOOOUOOOO 

38. A man walks 7 km North, then turns 

West and walks 3 km, then turns South 

and walks 7 km, then turns to his right 

and walks 5 kms. Where is he now with 

reference to his starting position? 

A. 2 km to the West of the starting 

point. 

B. 8 km to the East of the starting point. 
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C. 8 km to the West of the starting 

point. 

D. 2 km to the East of the starting point. 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

 
8 km to the West of the starting point. 

39. Two women start walking from the 

same point. Woman A walks 3 m West. 

Then she turns to her left and walks 

10m, then she turns to her left again 

and walks 9 m. At the same time, B has 

walked 6 m East, then she turns to her 

right and walks 2m. Where is B now with 

respect to the position of A? 

A. B is 12 m to the North of A 

B. B is 8 m to the North of A 

C. B is 8 m to the South of A 

D. B is 12 m to the South of A 

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

 
B is 8 m to the North of A. 

40. In the question two statements are 

given, followed by two conclusions, I and 

II. You have to consider the statements 

to be true even if it seems to be at 

variance from commonly known facts. 

You have to decide which of the given 

conclusions, if any, follows from the 

given statements. 

Statement 1 : All bridges are bricks 

Statement 2 : No Stones are bridges. 

Conclusion I: Some bricks are stones. 

Conclusion II: Some stones are bridges 

A. Only conclusion I follows 

B. Only conclusion II follows 

C. Neither I nor II follows 

D. Either I nor II follows 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

 
Neither I nor II follows. 

41. In the question a statement is given, 

followed by two arguments, I and II. You 

have to consider the statement to be 

true even if it seems to be at variance 

from commonly known facts. You have 

to decide which of the given arguments, 

if any, is a strong argument. 

Statement: Should cameras be installed 

in public school class-rooms to monitor 

teachers? 

Argument I: No, This will violate 

privacy norms. 

Argument II: Yes, This will make 

teachers more accountable, increasing 

their productivity. 

A. if only argument I is strong. 

B. if neither argument I nor II is strong 

C. If both argument I and II are strong 

D. if only argument II is strong. 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

Cameras should be installed in public 

school class-rooms to monitor teachers. 

It is sure that this will make teachers 

more accountable, increasing their 

productivity and this does not violate 

any privacy norms. 

Therefore, only argument II is strong. 

42. Which of the following cube in the 

answer figure cannot be made based on 

the unfolded cube in the question figure? 

 
 

A.  B.  
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C.  D.  

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

 
For the given figure of dice opposite 

faces are as follows 

 
It is obvious that opposite faces cannot 

be side by side; 

Therefore, option B cannot be made. 

43. Which of the following answer figure 

patterns can be combined to make the 

question figure? 

 

 
 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

 

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

 
Therefore, option B is the appropriate 

answer. 

44. Which of the following diagrams 

represent the relationship between 

Actors, Actresses and Producers? 

A.  B.  

C.  D.  

 

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

Actor and actresses both can be 

producer but they are of different sex. 

Therefore, option A is the appropriate 

answer. 

45. In the following figure, square 

represents men, triangle represents judo 

players, circle represents karate players 

and rectangle represents Women. Which 

set of letters represents men who are 

karate players and judo players who are 

not men? 

 

 
A. B and C B. E and F 

C. E and B D. B and F 

Ans. C. 

Sol.  

Men who are karate players = E 

Judo players who are not men = B 

46. Which answer figure will complete 

the pattern in the question figure? 
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A.  B.  

C.  D.  

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

 
option A is the appropriate answer. 

47. From the given answer figures, 

select the one in which the question 

figure is hidden/embedded 

 
 

A.  B.  

C.  D.  

Ans. B. 

Sol.  

 
option B is the appropriate answer. 

48. A piece of paper is folded and 

punched as shown below in the question 

figures. From the given answer figures, 

indicate how it will appear when opened. 

 

A.  B.  

C.  D.  

Ans. D. 

Sol.  

 
option D is the appropriate answer. 

49. If a mirror is placed on the line MN, 

then which of the answer figures is the 

right image of the given figure? 

 

A.  B.  

C.  D.  

Ans. A. 

Sol.  

 
option A is the appropriate answer. 

50. In the following figure, square 

represents men, triangle represents judo 

players, circle represents karate players 

and rectangle represents Women. Which 

set of letters represents men who are 

karate players and judo players who are 

not men? 

 
A. 21, 24, 89, 77, 20  

B. 01, 34, 22, 10, 75 

C. 40, 31, 41, 68, 01 

D. 24, 20, 40, 31, 76 

Ans. D. 

Sol.  
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1. Which temple complex is in the shape 

of a gigantic chariot, having elaborately 

carved stone wheels, pillars and walls? 

A. Meenakshi Temple 

B. Mahabodhi Temple 

C. Brihadisvara Temple 

D. Konark Sun Temple 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Brihadishvara Temple is also known 

as Rajesvara Peruvudaiyr or 

Brihadeeswarar Temple. It is a Hindu 

temple which is dedicated to Shiva 

located in Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu, India. 

It is one of the largest South Indian 

temples and an exemplary example of a 

fully realized Tamil architecture. Raja 

Raja Chola I, built in between 1003 and 

1010 AD. The temple is a part of the 

UNESCO World Heritage Site known as 

the "Great Living Chola Temples”. 

2. Who among the following was a 

classical Indian flute player? 

A. Shiv Kumar Sharma 

B. Zakir Hussain 

C. Hariprasad Chaurasia 

D. Bismillah Khan 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Hariprasad Chaurasia is a great 

Indian classical flutist. He was born on 1 

july 1938 in Allahabad (uttar Pradesh). 

He learned vocal from his neighbour 

Pandit Rajaram. He also worked as a 

music director for Indian films along with 

Shivkumar Sharma, forming a group 

called shiv hari. He was honoured by 

many awards, with the title Officer in the 

Order of Orange-Nassau. 

3. Who among the following was a 

person of Indian origin and he was also 

a recipient of the Nobel Prize for 

Medicine? 

A. Har Gobind Khorana 

B. Homi J. Bhabha 

C. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam 

D. Jagdish Chandra Bose 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Har Gobind Khorana was a Nobel 

Prize winner in Physiology or Medicine in 

1968 with Marshall W. Nirenberg and 

Robert W. Holley for research which 

showed how the order of nucleotides in 

nucleic acids, that carry the genetic code 

of the cell, and control the cell’s 

synthesis of proteins . He was a 

Pakistani American biochemist. Both 

Khorana and Nirenberg were also 

awarded from Columbia University with 

the Louisa Gross Horwitz Prize in the 

same year.  

4. Which of the following is an active 

enzyme? 

A. trypsin 

B. trypsinogen 

C. chymotrypsinogen 

D. procarboxypeptidases 

Ans. A. 

Sol. : Trypsin is exigent for 

accomplishing protein digestion. It helps 

food proteins to break down into amino 

acids that your body uses for tissue 

growth, maintenance and repair which is 

present in pancreatic juice. In the small 

intestine, the enzyme enteropeptidase 

activates trypsinogen into trypsin by 

proteolytic cleavage. 

5. Which of the following is true 

A. Red Blood Cells are devoid of nucleus 

and are biconvex in shape. 

B. Red Blood Cells are nucleated and are 

biconcave in shape 

C. Red Blood Cells are nucleated and are 

biconvex in shape 

D. Red Blood Cells are devoid of nucleus 

and are biconcave in shape. 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Red blood cells are originally acted 

in the bone marrow with a nucleus. The 

absence of a nucleus is an adaptation of 

the red blood cell for its role. It helps the 

red blood cell to have more hemoglobin 

and, That’s the reason why molecules 

carry more oxygen. It also helps the cell 

to obtain its distinctive bi-concave shape 

which aids diffusion.This shape is only 

possible when the cell had a nucleus in 

the way. Because of this advantage, it is 

easy to see the evolution as cause of 

arise. 

6. Which of the following is a 

micronutrient for a plant? 

A. hydrogen B. oxygen 

C. iron D. carbon 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Micronutrients are helping the plant 

in growing and play an essential role in 

balancing the crop nutrition. 

Micronutrient for a plant is boron (B), 

copper (Cu), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), 

molybdenum (Mo), zinc (Zn),nickel (Ni) 

and chloride (Cl).Iron is one of the 

essential micronutrient for almost all 

living organisms because it plays a 

significant role in metabolic processes 

such as DNA synthesis, respiration, and 
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photosynthesis. In plants, iron is 

concerned with the synthesis of 

chlorophyll, and for maintenance of 

chloroplast the structure and function, it 

is important. 

7. All of the following are characteristics 

of “Facilitated Transport” in Plants, 

except one. Identify that from the given 

options. 

A. Requires special membrane proteins 

B. Highly selective 

C. Requires ATP energy 

D. transport saturates 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Facilitated Transport requires 

special membrane proteins, highly 

selective and transport saturates. It’s 

not required ATP energy in facilitated 

transport because it is a form of passive 

transport. Passive-mediated transport is 

the other name of facilitated transport. 

8. Consider the following pairs : 

Name Formula 

1. 2- Chlorobutane : 

3 2 3CH CH CH(Cl)CH
 

2. Pentan-2-one :

3 2 3 2(CH ) CHCOCH(CH )
 

3. Prop-2-enal : 2CH CHCHO
 

4. 2, 4-Dimethylpentan-3-one : 

3 2 2 3CH COCH CH CH
 

Which of the above pairs are correctly 

matched? 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 1 and 4 only 

C. 3 and 4 only D. 2 and 3 only 

Ans. A. 

Sol. The structural formula: 

2-Chlorobutane is CH3CH2CH(CI)CH3. 

Pentan-2-one is C5H10O. 

Prop-2-enal is CH2CHCHO. 

2,4-Dimethylpentan-3-one is C7H14O 

9. The relative lowering of vapour 

pressure and is equal to the ________ 

of the solute. 

A. Molarity B. Molality 

C. Mole fraction D. Volatility 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Mole fraction is used in a variety of 

calculations, but most especially for 

calculating partial pressure. It is equal to 

the moles of one component divided by 

the total moles in the solution or 

mixture. a= the component that is being 

identified for mole fraction. 

10. Bakelite is what type of polymer? 

A. Thermosetting polymer 

B. Thermoplastic polymer 

C. Fibre 

D. Elastomer 

Ans. B. 

Sol. A thermosetting plastic is also 

known as the thermose. Thermosetting 

is a plastic which is irrevocably cured 

from a soft solid or sticky liquid 

prepolymer or resin. The resin into an 

infeasible is the process of curing 

changes , insoluble polymer network, 

and is raised by the action of heat , or 

by mixing with a catalyst, or suitable 

radiation often under high pressure. 

Bakelite is thermosetting plastic type of 

polymer which is formed from a 

condensation reaction of phenol with 

formaldehyde. The old is denoted as 

retro which Bakelite the products has 

made them collectible. 

11. Which of the following group 14 

elements has the highest electro 

negativity? 

A. silicon B. Carbon 

C. Germanium D. Tin 

Ans. B. 

Sol. : Electronegativity defined as the 

amount which is pull one atom on the 

electrons that it is shared with other 

atoms. The electronegativity depends 

upon a number of factors and in 

particuler as the other atoms in the 

molecule. The first scale of 

electronegativity was developed by Linus 

Pauling and on his scale carbon has a 

value of 2.55 on a scale running from 

from about 0.7 (an estimate for 

francium) to 2.20 (for hydrogen) to 3.98 

(fluorine). 

12. The code that goes into the ______ 

tag pair is not displayed by the browser. 

A. <text></text> 

B. <body></body> 

C. <head></head> 

D. <name></name> 

Ans. C. 

Sol. The <head> element is for the use 

of metadata. HTML metadata is about 

the HTML document but it doesn’t 

display on the browser. These tags are: 

<title>, <style>, <meta>, <link>, 

<script> and <base>. 

13. Which of the following is included in 

Character Formatting in a word 

processor? 

A. Line spacing B. Emboss 

C. Alignment D. Indent 
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Ans. B. 

Sol. Emboss is a Font style used for 

character formatting in a word 

processor. To apply this, first select the 

text. Click the Home tab. Click the Font 

Dialog Box. Click to select the effect. 

Check the results in the preview box. 

14. Which festival is celebrated on the 

first day of Uttarayana? 

A. Vat Purnima B. Guru Purnima 

C. Onam D. Pongal 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Theterm Uttarayana isreceived from 

two different Sanskrit words 

"uttara"means North and "ayana" means 

movement that indicating a fleshly of the 

northward movement of the Earth on the 

celestial sphere. Pongal is a harvest 

festival which is celebrating in 4 long 

day in the Tamil Nadu. In this festival 

people have been planting and gathering 

food, there has been some form of 

harvest festival. Mid-January plays an 

important time in the Tamil calendar. 

15. Chief minister of which State died on 

5th December 2016? 

A. Tamil Nadu B. Andhra Pradesh 

C. Karnataka D. Kerala 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Jayaram Jayalalithaawas an Indian 

actor and politician who born in 

Komalavalli, 24 February 1948 and died 

on 5 December 2016.She was six terms 

as the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu for 

over fourteen years between 1991 and 

2016.She was the general secretary of 

the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra 

Kazhagam (AIADMK), a Dravidian party 

whose cadre revered her as their Amma 

(mother), Puratchi Thalaivi 

(revolutionary leader) and Thanga 

Tharagai (golden maiden) from 1989. 

16. The existence of isotopes was first 

suggested in 1913 by the radiochemist 

_______. 

A. Frderick Soddy 

B. Ernest Rutherford 

C. Carl D. Anderson 

D. Joseph Priestley 

Ans. A. 

Sol. The existence of isotopes was first 

suggested in 1913 by the radiochemist 

Frederick Soddy. He honoured by the 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1921 and in 

the same year he was elected member 

of the International Atomic Weights 

Committee.. 

17. Which of the following is true? 

A. Imposition of price ceiling above the 

equilibrium price leads to an excess 

demand. 

B. Imposition of price ceiling below the 

equilibrium price leads to an excess 

supply 

C. Imposition of price ceiling below the 

equilibrium price leads to an excess 

demand 

D. Imposition of price ceiling above the 

equilibrium price leads to an excess 

supply 

E. Goa High 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Price ceilings only become a 

problem when they are set below the 

market equilibrium price. When the 

ceiling is set below the market price, 

there will be excess demand or a supply 

shortage. Producers won't produce as 

much at the lowest price, while 

consumers will demand more because 

the goods are cheaper. 

18. Which of the following is true? 

A. Average fixed cost curve is upward 

sloping 

B. average fixed cost curve is ‘U’ shaped 

C. average fixed cost curve is ‘n’ shaped 

D. Average fixed cost curve is downward 

sloping 

Ans. D. 

Sol. The Average fixed curve is 

downward sloping because as output 

increases, the firm spreads its fixed 

costs over larger and larger amounts of 

output. The AVC curveis U-shaped 

because of decreasing marginal returns. 

The cost curves and productcurves are 

linked. 

19. If demand curve for almonds is 

D=73000-30P and supply curve is 

S=18000+25P, find the equilibrium 

Quantity? 

A. 7,000 units B. 23,000 units 

C. 43,000 units D. 17,000 units 

Ans. C. 

Sol. Equilibrium quantity is equal to both 

the quantity demanded and quantity 

supplied together. The equilibrium 

quantity is found at the intersection of 

the demand curve and the supply curve 

in the market graph. The other is 

equilibrium price. Equilibrium quantity is 

the quantity that exchanged when a 

market is in balance.The formula of EQ 

is QD=QS 
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20. Gross fiscal deficit = 

A. Total expenditure + (Revenue 

receipts−  Non-debt creating capital 

receipts) 

B. Total expenditure −  (Revenue receipts 

+ Non-debt creating capital receipts) 

C. Total expenditure −  (Revenue receipts 
−  Non-debt creating capital receipts) 

D. Total expenditure + (Revenue 

receipts + Non-debt creating capital 

receipts) 

Ans. B. 

Sol. The gross fiscal deficit (GFD) means 

the excess of total expenditure, 

including loans net of recovery over 

revenue receipts (including external 

grants) and non-debt capital receipts. 

The difference between total revenue 

and total expenditure of the government 

is termed as fiscal deficit. It is an 

indication of the total borrowings needed 

by the government. While calculating the 

total revenue, borrowings are not 

included. While calculating the total 

revenue, borrowings are not included 

21. Personal disposable Income = 

A. Personal Income −Personal tax 

payments−Non-tax payments 

B. Gross Domestic Product + Net factor 

income from abroad 

C. Net National Product at market prices 
−  (Indirect taxes −  subsidies) 

D. Net National Product at market prices
−  Net Indirect taxes 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Personal disposable income means 

the total amount of money available for 

an individual or population to spend or 

save after taxes have been paid. As an 

economy measure it is abbreviated DPI. 

Personal Disposable Income (PDI) PI – 

Personal tax payments – Non-tax 

payments. Personal tax payments Taxes 

are income tax etc, which are put on 

individuals. 

22. Which of the following is not a green 

house gas? 

A. Methane 

B. Chlorofluorocarbons 

C. Nitrous oxide 

D. Argon 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Argon is an element which found in 

relative richness in the Earth's 

atmosphere, is not in agreenhouse gas 

because it is largely transparent to the 

wavelengths of light responsible for 

trapping heatlike oxygen, nitrogen and 

other gases. 

23. Ozone gas is continuously formed by 

the action of which type of waves on 

molecular oxygen? 

A. Infrared radiation B. Gamma rays 

C. Radio waves D. Ultraviolet rays 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Ultraviolet radiation refers as 

invisible rays that belongs to the energy 

that comes from the sun, which can burn 

the skin, and be the causes skin cancer. 

Ozone is eternal existence in the earth's 

atmosphere by the action of the sun's 

ultraviolet radiation on oxygen 

molecules. By breaking the bonds 

between the atoms the ultraviolet light 

splits the molecules apart. 

24. Which of the following statements 

regarding Atmospheric Circulation and 

Weather Systems is false? 

A. The Coriolis force deflects the wind to 

the left direction in the southern 

hemisphere. 

B. The pressure gradient force is 

perpendicular to an isobar 

C. The pressure gradient is weak where 

the isobars are close to each other and 

is strong where the isobars are apart 

D. The wind circulation around a high is 

called anticyclonic circulation. 

Ans. C. 

Sol. The pressure gradient is weak 

where the isobars are close to each 

other and is strong where the isobars 

are apart. It is false because in 

atmospheric circulation the movement of 

air is on the large scale and together 

with ocean circulation, which meant by 

the thermal energy is redistributed on 

the surface of the earth. The weight of a 

column of air contained in a unit area 

from the mean sea level to the top of 

the atmosphere is called the 

atmospheric pressure 

25. The atmosphere only contains what 

percentage of total global carbon? 

A. 1 percent B. 0.1 percent 

C. 10 percent D. 20 percent 

Ans. A. 

Sol. The atmosphere only contains 1 

percentage of total global carbon 

dioxide, which plays a important role in 

warming the planet. The levels of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere are not 

constant- according to the climate 

scientist “Todd Sanford” the 40 percent 
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rises by nearly since the Industrial 

Revolution. The fifth most rich gas in 

atmosphere is carbon dioxide after 

nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor and 

argon. Carbon dioxide levels, 

respectively, ofby this cycle; carbon 

dioxide gas to make the ocean more 

acidic by volcanoes dissolves, and it 

becomes the raw material for 

photosynthesis 

26. “ITC Limited” is head quartered in 

________. 

A. Kolkata B. Mumbai 

C. New Delhi D. Bengaluru 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Itc limited formed in 1910 as “the 

Imperial Tobacco Company of India 

Limited”, the company changed their 

name in 1970 as the Indian Tobacco 

Company Limited and further to I.T.C. 

Limited to 1974. The headquarter of ITC 

Limited in Kolkata, West Bengal. The five 

segments include this multitudinous 

business that is: Fast-Moving Consumer 

Goods (FMCG), Hotels, Paperboards & 

Packaging, Agri Business & Information 

Technology. 

27. With reference to the interior of the 

earth consider the following statements: 

1) P-waves vibrate perpendicular to the 

direction of the wave. 

2) The mean thickness of oceanic crust 

is 5 km. 

3) S-waves can travel through solids, 

liquids and gaseous materials. 

Which of the statements given above 

is/are correct? 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 2 only 

C. 2 and 3 only D. 1, 2 and 3 

Ans. B. 

Sol. The uppermost layer of the oceanic 

portion of a tectonic plate is an ocean 

crust. The crust, which is the solidified 

and the uppermost layer of the mantle 

are overlies. Oceanic lithosphere is built 

together with the crust and the solid 

mantle layer. Oceanic crust is primarily 

composed with the mafic rocks, or the 

sima, which comes as rich in iron and 

magnesium. Continental crust is thicker 

than ocean crust, or sial, mostly less 

than 10 kilometers thick; unless it is 

denser, keeps a mean density of about 

2.9 grams per cubic centimeter as 

contrary to continental crust which has a 

2.7 grams per cubic centimeter density. 

28. ______ is a situation when there is a 

prolonged period of inadequate rainfall 

marked with mal-distribution of the 

same over time and space. 

A. Agricultural Drought 

B. Hydrological Drought 

C. Meteorological Drought 

D. Ecological Drought 

Ans. C. 

Sol. when dry weather patterns 

dominate an area that is a 

Meteorologicaldrought and 

Hydrologicaldrought happens when low 

water supply becomes manifest, 

considerably in streams, groundwater 

levelsand reservoirs, ordinarily after 

many months of meteorologicaldrought. 

Crops become affected when agricultural 

drought happened. 

29. Marble is what type of rock? 

A. Metamorphic B. Igneous 

C. Sedimentary D. Halite 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Marble is a metamorphic rock which 

is composed of recrystallized carbonate 

minerals that is calcite or dolomite which 

is most commonly formed. Marble may 

be foliated. In geology, the term 

"marble" define as metamorphosed 

limestone, but it is used in 

stonemasonry more widely encompasses 

unmetamorphosed limestone. 

30. Half of the earth’s crust is composed 

of which mineral? 

A. Quartz B. Mica 

C. Amphibole D. Feldspar 

Ans. D. 

Sol. :Feldspars (KAlSi3O8 – NaAlSi3O8 – 

CaAl2Si2O8) are belong to the group of 

rock-form of tectosilicate minerals which 

weight is about 41% of Earth's crust. 

The major elements of all types of 

feldspars are Silicon and oxygen. In 

feldspar, various type of varieties are 

found for example: Sodium, potassium, 

calcium, aluminium, etc. By feldspar 

(plagioclase (39%) and alkali feldspar 

(12%)) half of the earth's crust are 

composed. 

31. Which of the following crops is 

suitable for dryland farming? 

A. Rice B. Ragi 

C. Jute D. Sugarcane 

Ans. B. 

Sol. Ragi is specified in India as 

‘Rajika’by the ancient Sanskrit writers. 

Before Aryans reached the Indian 
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peninsula it was in under cultivated.Ragi 

may be growing in hot weather and also 

a crop which known as hot weather crop, 

from May to September, and as a cold 

season crop, from November and 

December, using early types.In 

Karnatakait is an important cereal . It is 

extensively grown in Karnataka, Tamil 

Nadu, Andhra pradesh, Orissa, Bihar, 

Gujrat and Maharashtra and in the hilly 

regions of Uttar Pradesh and himachal 

Pradesh, with a total area of 2.5 million 

hectares and 2.2 million tonnes of 

production. 

32. With reference to India’s freedom 

struggle consider the following 

statements: 

1. The socialist activist Kamala Devi 

Chattopadhyay had persuaded Gandhiji 

not to restrict the protests to men alone. 

2. The first meeting of the “Round Table 

Conferences” was held in November 

1930 in Mumbai 

3. Viceroy Lord Willingdon was 

sympathetic to Mahatma Gandhi. 

Which of the statements given above 

id/are correct? 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 2 and 3 only 

C. 1 only D. 1, 2 and 3 

Ans. C. 

Sol. : In salt march of 1930, it was the 

first nationalist activity in which a larger 

number of women participated. The 

socialist activist Kamaladevi 

Chattopadhyay had persuaded Gandhiji 

not to restrict the protests to men alone. 

She was arrested by breaking salt and 

liquor law in numerous women. She was 

an Indian social reformer and freedom 

fighter. She is remembered for her 

contribution to the Indian independence 

movement. She achieved Padma 

Vibhushan and many other awards also. 

33. _______ commercial companies set 

up their base in India during the Mughal 

Empire at Masulipatnam in 1605. 

A. British B. French 

C. Portuguese D. Dutch 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Machlipatnam’s literal meaning is 

fish town which is located on the delta of 

the Krishna river. Both the Dutch and 

the English East India companies has 

control over it when it becomes the most 

important of Andhra Pradesh. By Dutch, 

the fort of Masulipatnam was built. 

Dutch and French expand their 

commercial activities in the east. 

34. In 1853, a Railway line was laid 

connecting Bombay with which city? 

A. Thane B. Pune 

C. Nashik D. Surat 

Ans. A. 

Sol. In 1853, a railway line was laid 

connecting Bombay to Thane. The first 

passenger train ran in India between 

Bombay (Boro Binder) and Thande on 

April 16. By the three steam locomotives 

the 14-carriage train was hauled. The 

three steam locomotives are Sahib, 

Sindh and Sultan. It carried 400 people 

from two cities by running for about 34 

kilometers. By GIPRthe line was built 

and operated. This railway line was built 

in 1,676 km (5 ft 6 in) Broad gauge, 

which became the standard for the 

railways in the country. 

35. The traveler Marco Polo who visited 

India in the Thirteenth century was from 

which country? 

A. Uzbekistan B. Italy 

C. Portugal D. France 

Ans. B. 

Sol. Marco Polo was a Venetian 

merchant, explorer, and writer. His 

travels are recorded in the book of the 

Marvels of the World, also known as The 

Travels of Marco Polo, Livres des 

merveilles du monde, a book that 

depicts to Europeans for their wealth 

and great size of China, its capital 

Peking, and other Asian cities and 

countries. 

36. Who conquered Sind in c.721? 

A. French B. Mongols 

C. Greeks D. Arabs 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Indian trade to Europe carriers by 

Arabs for centuries. They cast their 

stingy eyes on the fabulous wealth of 

India as well as they were eager to 

propagate their new religion in India 

after the conversion to Islam. After the 

death of Harshavardhan, the wide-

spread of political instability in India is 

the last independent Hindu King had 

inspired by the foreign elements that 

once again attack and enter into India. 

The Arabs had no exception form it. The 

Arabs having successfully implanting it 

in Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Persia 

after the rise of Islam, and had cast a 
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stingy eye on Sind. In 712 A.D., they 

succeeded in occupying Sind. 

37. Electromagnet was invented by 

which scientist? 

A. William Sturgeon 

B. Enrico Fermi 

C. J.J. Thomson 

D. Ernest Rutherford 

Ans. A. 

Sol. William Sturgeon was an English 

physicist and inventor and first 

electromagnets made by him, and also 

invented the first practical English 

electric motor. He was born on 22 May 

1783 and died on 4 December 1850.He 

established the journal Annals of 

Electricity, Magnetism and Chemistry, 

and in the same year he invented a 

galvanometer in 1836. 

38. Consider the following pairs : 

Object : Mass (kg) 

1. Uranium atom : 10-10 

2. Mosquito : 10-5 

3. Boeing 747 aircraft : 108 

4. Milky Way Galaxy : 1010 

Which of the above pairs is correctly 

matched? 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 3 and 4 only 

C. 2 and 3 only D. 2, 3 and 4 only 

Ans. C. 

Sol. 1. uranium atom : 3.95x10−22 

grams 

2. Mosquito : 10-5 

3. Boeing 747 aircraft : 108 

4. Milky Way Galaxy 0.8–1.5×1012 

39. Which scientist proposed the Wave 

theory of light? 

A. Niels Bohr 

B. Christiaan Huygens 

C. J. J. Thomson 

D. Michael Faraday 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Christiaan Huygens was a legendary 

Dutch mathematician and scientist. He is 

known particularly as an astronomer, 

physicist, probabilist and horologist. He 

worked as searching, discovering and 

making inventions like moon Titan, the 

invention of the pendulum clock and 

other investigations in timekeeping. He 

published major studies of mechanics 

and optics that having been one of the 

most influential proponents of the wave 

theory of light, and guide work on 

games of chance. He also worked on 

telescopic studies of the rings of Saturn 

 

40. Which of the following 

electromagnetic waves can be detected 

using Point contact diodes? 

A. Ultraviolet rays 

B. Microwaves 

C. Infra-red waves 

D. Radio waves 

Ans. B. 

Sol. Diodes has two terminals, that is 

switching of microwave signals and 

nonlinear semiconductor that used for 

generating mixing or detection. While 

100 years ago, the first diodes were 

point contact to diode used in crystal 

radios. Mainly, when the anode voltage 

is higher than the cathode voltage then 

diodes will conduct. Mostly microwave 

industry used diodes which are made of 

silicon. 

41. The energy U, stored in a capacitor 

of capacitance C, with charge Q and 

voltage V can be expressed as all of the 

following, except 

A. (1/2) QV B. (1/2)CV2 

C. (1/2)[(Q2)/C] D. (1/2)[(V2)/Q] 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Capacitance is defined as being that 

a capacitor has the capacitance of One 

Farad when a charge of One Coulomb is 

stored on the plates by a voltage of One 

volt. PE = work = Fd = qEd = qV/d d = 

qV when the E field strength is invariant 

over the distance d.  

pe = average work = Favg d = qE/2 d = 

qV/2 when the field strength varies 

linearly with the distance d. 

The work done in establishing an electric 

field in a capacitor, and hence the 

amount of energy stored - can be 

expressed as 

W = 1/2 C V2 , where W = energy stored 

- or work done in establishing the 

electric field 

C = capacitance (farad, F, µF) 

V = potential difference (voltage, V) 

42. The First Past the Post system of 

election within the Indian constitution 

are borrowed from the _____ 

constitution. 

A. Irish B. Canadian 

C. United States D. British 

Ans. D. 

Sol. The United Kingdom does not have 

one particular constitutional document. 

Instead of the British constitution or the 

constitution of the United Kingdom, 

which is a sum of laws and principals 
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that make up the country body politic. 

The first past the post system of election 

used in the UK to elect members of the 

House of Commons, the US Congress 

and the lower houses are the chambers 

in India and Canada as well as other 

place that used to be British colonies. 

The second most popular voting system 

in the world is The first past the post 

system. It has many advantages that's 

the why it is more popular in the world. 

43. The fundamental Right to move 

freely throughout the territory of India is 

what type of Right? 

A. Right to liberty and Personal freedoms 

B. Right to Equality 

C. Right against exploitation 

D. Right to Constitutional remedy 

Ans. A. 

Sol. The right to liberty of the person is 

found in international human rights 

instruments which does not grant 

complete freedom from arrest or 

detention. Right to liberty and personal 

freedom is one of the important 

fundamental right formed by the 

Constitution of India. Throughtout this 

right h the citizens of India are able to 

enjoy a number of rights such as the 

freedom of speech and expression, 

freedom to assemble peaceably and 

without arms, to form associations or 

unions, to move freely throughout the 

territory of India, to reside and settle in 

any part of the territory of India; and to 

practice any profession, or to carry on 

any occupation, trade or business. The 

Right to Freedom in Indian Constitution 

explains in detail under the articles of 

19, 20, 21 and 22. 

44. Which of the following is a power of 

the Lok Sabha? 

A. Amends the Constitution. 

B. Can give the Union parliament power 

to make laws on matters included in the 

State list 

C. Considers and approves non money 

bills and suggests amendments to 

money bills 

D. Approves constitutional amendments 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Lok Sabha is also known as the 

house of the people in which the lower 

house of the India's bicameral 

parliament, with the upper housing 

being the Rajya Sabha. The constitution 

of India allows the constitutional power 

to produce the formal amendments and 

empowers the Parliament to amend the 

constitution by the way of addition. The 

Lok Sabha has powers that are more 

powerful than the Rajya Sabha. It shares 

the amends of the constitution with the 

Rajya Sabha. 

45. Which of the following subjects is 

part of the Union List? 

A. Banking B. Agriculture 

C. Police D. Public Health 

Ans. D. 

Sol. The Union List or List-I is a list of 97 

items and the last item is numbered as 

97which is given in Seventh Schedule in 

the Constitution of India ,Parliament has 

exclusive power to legislate. In three list 

the legislative section is divided that is 

Union List, State List and Concurrent 

List. Unlike the federal governments of 

the United States, Switzerland or 

Australia, residual powers abide with the 

Union Government and also with the 

Canadian federal government. 

46. Which of the following courts can 

move cases from any court to itself? 

A. Supreme Court of India 

B. High Court 

C. District Court 

D. Subordinate Courts 

Ans. A. 

Sol. The Supreme Court of India is the 

highest judicial stage and final court of 

appeal under the Constitution of India, 

the powerful constitutional court. In this 

court, the Chief Justice of India and 25 

sanctioned other judges are consisting. 

It has huge powers in the form of 

originaladvisory jurisdictions.The 

Supreme Court of India being on 28 

January 1950. The Federal Court of India 

and the Judicial Committee of the Privy 

Council, they both replaced and which 

were then at the apex of the Indian 

court system. 

47. Who among the following is a 

professional Badminton singles player 

from India? 

A. Sania Mirza 

B. Leander Paes 

C. Pankaj Advani 

D. Saina Nehwal 

Ans. D. 

Sol. Saina Nehwal is one of the strongest 

players of badminton in Indian. She was 

the former of world no. 1 of twenty one 

international titles, which includes ten 
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Superseries titles. Even she reached to 

the world no. 2 ranking in 2009 and in 

2015 that she was able to attain the 

world no. 1 position, she becomes the 

only female player from India and 

overall the second Indian player after 

the PrakashPadukone to achieve this 

place. At the Olympics,She has 

represented India at three times by 

winning the bronze medal in her second 

appearance. Nehwal has achieved 

several milestones in badminton in 

India. 

48. Who among the following poets 

wrote the book of poems “ 

“Madhushala”? 

A. Harivansh Rai Bachchan 

B. Rabindranath Tagore 

C. Makhanlal Chaturvedi 

D. Munshi Premchand 

Ans. A. 

Sol. Kavi Harivansh Rai Srivastava alias 

Bachchan was ahonoured with the 

PadmaBhusan for his enormous 

contribution to Hindi Literature. He was 

famous or well known Indian poet of the 

Nayi Kavita literary movement in 

romantic era of early 20th century Hindi 

literature. He was Born in a Hindu 

Awadhi, Srivastava Kayasthafamily in 

Allahabad in the United Provinces of 

Agra and Oudh, in British India, he was 

also a famous poet of the Hindi Kavi 

Sammelan. He is best known for his 

early work Madhushala. He is also the 

husband of social activist of 

TejiBachchan, and father of the famous 

Hindi film actor, AmitabhBachchan. 

49. Which of the following is true about 

non-chordates? 

A. Heart is ventral 

B. Gill slits are absent 

C. A post-anal part (tail) is present 

D. Notochord is present 

Ans. B. 

Sol. Animals who are without a 

notochordare non-chordates. All the 

animals which is living or destructed are 

the most rich and miscellaneous. That 

makes their study the most fascinating 

one. Fish contains the hills and mostly in 

the form of long slits. But they are 

absent in adult tetrapod vertebrates that 

is also named as non-chordates. 

50. Anterior end of an earthworm 

consists of the mouth and the _______. 

A. cliteillum B. metamere 

C. prostomium D. setae 

Ans. C. 

Sol. The anterior end or head, consists 

of the mouth and the prostomiumare the 

part of covering of the mouth and as a 

chock to force the cracks to open in the 

soil into which the earthworm may lug. 

The function of prostomium is sensory. 

The first body segment is called the 

peristomium that is buccal segment 

which contains the mouth. 
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